A Difficult Loss
Division LO1A, Round 4: Going into the game, both teams 3 from 3 and being short on
regular players and down to 10 on the day we knew we had a task on our hands.
Salisbury North lost the toss and we decided to Bat first. Opening with Ian and Ash again
seemed like a good idea as it was working well in previous weeks and it started off well with
Ian hitting the first ball of the day for 4. However, in the first ball of the second over Ash was
sent off for a Golden Duck with him out LBW. This bought Cuz to the crease. Given these two
had a new 3rd drop record, hopes were high however before anyone could get too excited,
Ian chopped one off the middle onto middle stump, sending him back to umpire duties on 4.
Luke then graced the crease. Luke and Cuz were steady until Cuz hit one down to fine leg,
getting out on 21 and we were struggling 3/36. Jarrad then joined his brother at the crease.
They knuckled down and took us to drinks at 3/59. Then after drinks the brothers put their
foot on the gas and started chugging the runs over before Luke – after living life on the edge
and being dropped 4 times- wasn’t so lucky on the 5th caught for a well-earned 28. Jarrad
was putting in a solid effort but followed Luke shortly after caught just shy of his 50 on a total
of 47. Eddy and Mick Spry were then at the crease. Mick after a long break out of cricket was
just finding his feet, where Eddy hit a quickfire 22 before he was run out. The wickets steadily
fell from there with Scott being bowled first ball. Sunjay came in and made a couple before
bringing Norm to the crease who was soon out LBW. As we were one player short this left
this left Mick on 20 n.o and a total of 156. Great effort after a long spell away from the pitch.

LAST WEEK
A-Grade (LO 1A)
ROUND 4
Para Vista A 156
J McLeod 47
L McLeod 28
Defeated By
Salisbury North 2/157
S Khatri 1/22

B-Grade (LO 2)
ROUND 4
Craigmore “D” 1/162
L Jackman 1/17
J Zachoryj 1/11
Defeated

Para Vista B 8/160
Opening with the two McLeods they were nice and tight early with Luke’s first 5 overs going
B Starke 58*
for 8 runs and Jarrad’s for 15 runs. Sunjay and Norm was then bought in. Norm to change
C Rozee 42
the pace and get some swing on the ball. He was very tight for his 5 overs. Sunjay was
rewarded for his efforts in the 15th over taking the first scalp of the day. The second wicket
came in the 17th over with a run out to Sunjay. At drinks they were 2/61.
After drinks we bought in Mick Spry and Scott Brown as Salisbury North had started to accelerate. Trying to mix things up
a little bit Ashley Martin was bought on who proved to be an economic choice. After a few overs Ian decided it was time to
pull the trigger and bought Luke and Jarrad back on, swapping Ashley to the other end. The batsmen continued to plod
away at the score until we got the last over. 6 balls to win, 6 runs left. Here we were, both teams trying to keep their
winning streak going and coming down to the last over. Each ball was chased, each dot ball praised however on the second
to last ball, they managed to scrape through the required runs notching up our first loss of the season.
Coming away for the first loss of the season isn’t a great feeling but I take solace in a couple of facts. We were 1 man short
which we really noticed in the field. 4 of our blokes were feeling (and looking!) quite unwell (not self-inflicted either) and
we had several fill in’s. Given all of this we still gave it a crack and to only loose on the second to last ball of the day in those
conditions shows that we are still a club to contend with, just couldn’t quite get it over the line. Thank you to the guys on
the park Saturday for making a game of it. Onto our longest trip in the schedule – Two Wells. Let’s get around boys and get
back in the winning circle.
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Different day, different result

NEXT WEEK
November 3rd 2018

B Grade Round 4: Déjà vu? It was a case of same ground and same club when Para
Vista’s B-grade ventured out to Argana Park for the second week in succession to face a
team from Craigmore CC, this time their D’s.
With 5 players from the previous week unavailable it was a new look team that batted
first on a gloriously sunny day, with returning David Gardner and Phil ‘Gumnut’ Atkins
(playing his first game for the year) walking out to the middle to open proceedings. David
looked in fine touch early, but the same couldn’t be said for his partner with Gummy
spooning a return catch to the bowler off the first ball that he faced, deceived by the
apparent lack of pace. Suddenly, David (5) was stuck on the foot in front of the pegs and
was adjudged LBW, Para Vista quickly in trouble at 2/5 after just 8 balls of the innings.
The hero of the previous week, Eggs Ben Gardner, and ring in Connor Rozee both found
themselves at the crease well before expectations, with Connor treating the bowling as
his play toy, stroking his first two scoring shots to the boundary. Eggs, too, found a couple
of shorter pitched balls to his liking and stuck a couple of fours of his own before being
bowled off his pads for 9, the Goatherders slipping further to 3/28. The other mainstay of
the previous week, Pierrot ‘P’ Peov, joined Rozee and looked to steady the ship with some
of his trademark defense. Rozee, however had other ideas, and hogged the strike as he
continued on his merry way, stroking the ball effortlessly around the ground and keeping
the scoreboard ticking over. In trying to dispatch another poor short ball, Connor only
scored a thin top edge which was gleefully taken by the keeper to end a threatening
innings on 42 (5x4’s), PV 4/63 in just the 13th over. Lochie Jackman went in at number six
and played purposefully in defense and attack, cracking a huge cover drive which landed
just inside the ropes for a glorious boundary, but he too was brought undone trying to
repeat the shot, losing his stumps for five just before drinks. At the interval, Para Vista
were in danger of collapsing losing 5 wickets in the first 20 overs, although the score was
86 at a healthy run rate.

A-Grade
ROUND 5
Para Vista A
vs
Two Wells
Two Wells Oval

B-Grade
ROUND 2
Para Vista B
vs
Eyre Royals
at Edward Smith Reserve

SPONSORS
Don’t forget to get behind
our sponsors and ensure
you sign up your details for
member discounts!

Another individual playing his first game for the year, David Schreiber, looked to bring a
cooler head to the crease with himself and P trying to consolidate the innings and not lose
another wicket. This unfortunately went awry when P, who had played solidly again, cut a
ball in the air towards a backward point where the fielder lazily stuck up his left hand.
More amazingly, the ball landed flush in his outstretched mitt and P had to depart for 16,
the score 6/88. Captain Brenton Starke came to the crease at number eight to join
Schreibs and was lucky to not be back in the shed early in his innings when the same lazy
fielder tried to repeat his one handed trick at square leg. Fortunately for Para Vista, the
ball was travelling at a much faster pace and it simply broke through his grasp and the
captain was given a life. Schreibs attempted to dig in and did so for a while before being
squared up by a fuller ball in front of his stumps and was sent on his way, the innings
looking like it wouldn’t last to the thirty over mark, Para Vista 7/97 after 25 overs.
With Jason ‘Jacko’ Jackowiak entering at number nine, the plan was simple. Bat as long as
possible with his captain and try not to expose the waiting Roger Wilkins and Jarrac ‘Yada’
Zachoryj until absolutely necessary. Being patient for the bad short ball, Starke cracked a
few boundaries while being watchful of the full ones to keep the scoring ticking over
without too many risks, while Jacko at the other end played the perfect foil. His ability to
pick up the line of the ball early and his good awareness of where his off stump was
allowed him to leave many dangerous balls comfortably, frustrating the opposition
bowlers while still achieving the goal of batting for as long as possible. With 6 overs left,
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Different day, different result
Starke decided that it was time for himself to try and play with more risk in an effort to
post a defendable total. More boundaries came off his blade, finding gaps with a little bit
of skill and a whole lot of luck, and when Jacko tried to join in with 3 overs left, he was
unluckily caught short of his ground, stumped for a valuable 9, the partnership producing
40 runs but more importantly using up overs. With Roger (0 not out) coming in to bat,
his instructions were clear from his captain – let Starke have all the strike possible by
running hard 2’s if needed and face out what was left at the end of an over. He did this
well, enabling Starke (58 not out 10x4’s) to swing for the fences a bit more before the
allotted overs ran out, lifting the final score to 8/160, 23 of those coming off the final 12
balls.
A defendable target had been set. It was felt that if the Goatherders bowled and fielded
well, then the result would swing in their favour. Opening with Big Red Jackman (0/17 off
5.3) and Jacko, both bowlers struggled at times to find the right length, dragging the ball
down short which was punished in full by the Craigmore openers. Looking like they were
comfortable against the quicks, David Schreiber (0/15 off 2) was brought on to bowl his
wobbly nude balls but he too dropped it in short and was punished. A double bowling
change of Yada (0/11 off 5) and Connor (0/32 off 7 bowling offspin) stemmed the flow of
runs for a while, but the first wicket of the innings remained elusive for Para Vista and
Craigmore went to drinks on top at 0/73. Para Vista had fielded with lots of energy and
purpose, but no chances had been created as of yet.
Needing breakthroughs quickly, Starke (1/37 off 7) came on straight after drinks with
immediate effect, nicking off one of the openers for 31 and renewing hope that this
could be the start of the fightback. However optimistic the Goatherders were, that was
to be the only joy of the afternoon. With the number three looking to play a supporting
role, the remaining opener started to open up his shoulders and attack the bowling,
scoring through and over the field and piling up the runs quickly with all bowlers feeling
the brunt of his blade. Jacko (0/45 of 8) was brought back with no success, and when
opener smacked the winning runs with just over 5 overs to spare, the game was done,
Craigmore passing the target, 1/162, a free hitting and enterprising undefeated 92
coming from his bat.

EVENTS

Watch this space
The Shed
Social Events
Nov 24- Schnitzel Night –
7:30-9:30 at the Shed
(Event located on
Facebook)
Jan 12- TBC
Feb 23- TBC

End of Season
Fishing Trip
Destination and Date
TBC
Keep an eye on
FaceBook

It was a disappointing loss for the Goatherders. Its felt that we possess the talent to be
much more competitive than the scoreline read, with the main difference being early
and continual wickets during the Para Vista innings. The match provided a reality check
early in the season with plenty of hard work to still be done at trainings. On a very
pleasing note, the fielding effort was superb, with Lochie Jackman again a standout, and
Connor Rozee showing his class across the ground. With the next two matches at home
against equally matched sides and the hopeful return of some regular players across
both grades, the Para Vista B-grade will look to get back on the winners list sooner
rather than later.

Dad joke of the week
A chap goes to see the doctor. “You’ve got to help me,” he said. “I think I’m a cricket ball.” “How’s that?” says the
doctor. The man replies, “Don’t you start …”
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Heardered on the Grapevine
(Noticeboard for the Goatherders to share news, events and stories! Got something to add- send it through- bonus points for pictures!)

We’ve always known we have a club full of good blokes- but it’s humbling to receive such compliments about one of our
own. Dave Schreiber’s random act of kindness, giving a little girl a teddy as he left the ground, gave way to receiving this
compliment messaged to us through Facebook. If there was a prize for Goathearder of the week it would certainly go to you
Dave, Great work mate! Also Dave is unavailable for the next couple of weeks as his daughter is getting MarriedCongratulations Dave, all the best for their future together and hope the day goes well for the family!

A Big Thank you to all who filled in on the weekend- it was great to see some old faces gracing us with their presence and
we certainly enjoyed having you all around again. Hope you enjoyed the day too!
A great photographer always gets the rare shots….the only ball bowled to Ashley for the day! Thanks again Scott for the
ripper shots, you can see the concentration both on and off the field!
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We welcome aboard our new sponsor

RAA Approved Repairer
Penrite “Approved” Service Centre
Engine Reconditioning
Car Servicing
Tyres
46 Trigg Street Blair Athol
www.rcer.com.au

It’s Your Club
As a club it’s important we continue to grow and evolve and to do so the executive committee need to
know what it is you are wanting out of a club and the best direction to head in the future. For this reason,
we have completed a short 8 question survey. We really encourage you to take this opportunity to have
your say and get around the club. Please follow the link below or you can find the link in our Facebook
group.
https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/X32H2KJ?fbclid=IwAR0_LeAU6MxRNdn4l4mvE_CSMVII8p7Ab_o1VU
hQERvjIm4mOadWjLy0Kp0

Don’t forget to Check out our events each week on the right-hand side of
the 3rd page. This will be updated as details and events are confirmed.
Our First for the season is a Schnitzel night at the Shed. The away game is
only at Northgate so not far for anyone to come back and grab tea and a
drink and catch up with other club members. Families Welcome
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New 40th Season Caps
$30

Club Shorts
$35
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